DENT AND CONEY

By FRANK DENT
and DON CONEY

This week we'd like to start out on a literary note with some fresh sophomore poetic talent:

"Each day as the flag unfurls
I go out and molest some girls"

We realize that this will set us up as patrons of the fine arts, but perhaps this will please the arty portion of the Rice population who see no value to this column. Any budding poets are invited to submit limericks, etc. to us . . . we'll even give YOU the credit.

We've heard about the T in the boy's dorms . . . it tastes funny . . . it is funny. At other schools they put it in potatoes, in grape juice, in hamburgers, in salad dressing, in chocolate pudding . . . here it's in the tea. Before that big date, eat out!

Our enemies tell us we have said this before, but for the frosh here are the results of an exclusive interview with the editor of the Stealaneile. With the idea in mind that a yearbook is more appreciated if it arrives when the students are old and wise enough to fully comprehend the subtle wisdom of the copy, next year's Wheelynile will be sent to the students on their reaching the age of discretion and being willing thereto . . . we mean when you are 25.

Wheelynile Color Book

This way there will be no prob-

lem of fall OR spring delivery. In addition to this all the pages will be filled with line tracings of the pictures to form a color-book.

For a small extra fee special Rice-type crayolas will be enclosed with your COD shipped book. The red crayola is made of packed powdered blood taken from Rice students in the blood-letting ceremony of the Infirmary; the green is freshman skin carefully scraped and picked. The title of the book gives the essential of the new freshman reception idea at RI: "Gretchen Greentail Visits Her Big Sister Agnes Astor Boogleblatt For A Dirty Rush Party!"

Those of you with hula hoops beware. A football player was killed by an orbiting hoop that slipped off the lovely figure of a freshman girl in HulahooPT class. The administration has the answer:

HULAHOOPRO!

We leave you with the new debate question:

"Do people come to Rice because they are that way or are they that way because they come to Rice?"